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MANDARIN ORIENTAL, JAKARTA WELCOMES SUMMER WITH THE LAUNCH
OF ITS MANDARIN ORIENTAL, JAKARTA SHOP

Jakarta, 13 July 2020 – To welcome summer Mandarin Oriental, Jakarta will offer a host of
exciting refreshments and treats for guests and family.
Guests can now enjoy easy access ‘online’ with delivery catering to guests' comfort of shopping
from home. With the launch of its online shop accessed through Mandarin Oriental, Jakarta’s
website signature cakes, pastries, chocolates, fresh bakes, and bento boxes are now available for
online.
Visit the online shop through https://jakarta.mandarinorientalshop.com and click Shop MO.
Prepared by the hotel’s own barista, MO Kopi is a new addition with four choices of the
‘energizing’ Cold Brew Americano, the ‘pick me up’ Cold Brew Creamy Coffee, the
‘invigorating’ Cold Brew Pandan Latte and the ‘self-indulgent’ Cold Brew Soy Latte.
These delicious coffees come in two sizes: 500ml priced at IDR 58,000net and 1000ml at
IDR98,000net. For guests' enjoyment, MO Kopi is best kept refrigerated & consumed
immediately.
Following last year’s award-winning Li Feng’s signature Mooncake, the hotel has created for
this year specially crafted flavours following a traditional recipe, resulting in a light and delicate
crust with a rich & silky-smooth white lotus seed paste filling.
With seven delicious flavours to choose from: White Lotus Single Egg Yolk, Charcoal Black
Sesame Single Egg Yolk, Red Lotus, Red Bean, Pandan, Durian and Tiramisu Oreo, guests can
share the warmth of the mid-Autumn festival with friends and family.
Li Feng’s mooncakes as each box is available to be customized with a company logo or initials,
the legendary Mooncakes will be available at the Mandarin Cake Shop starting 1 August 2020,
priced at IDR 150.000++ each, IDR 398,000++ for a box of two, and IDR 748,000++ for a box
of four.

About Mandarin Oriental, Jakarta
With the warmth of Indonesian hospitality and the levels of service for which Mandarin Oriental
is renowned, Mandarin Oriental, Jakarta offers exemplary personalised service in luxurious
surroundings. Located in the heart of the city, the hotel is an oasis of 21st-century luxury with
272 spacious guestrooms and suites, and a variety of award-winning restaurants and bar
concepts, which become the meeting place of choice for hotel guests and the local community.
The state-of-the-art meeting and banqueting facilities also provide the best venues for both
business

and

social

events.
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